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May 6, 2018
Start 10:32 PM. 
This is a target from a new source, alwayspsychic.com
This is the Target 10 listed there, number 418630. 
This is the first time I try a target from a page that isn't remoteviewed.com. 

It feels cold and moist there like wet grass, green thick juicy grass in the middle. There are several 
solid block shaped structures dispersed around me but these structures are all low and none of 
them rise high. They are red-brown in color. They feel like they would be made out of clay, an 
interesting choice of nature material. The texture is not shiny like metal so it is not metal. It is a bit 
dark here. Everything is low here, nothing is very tall. The blocks could be stones actually. 

Go to the element of the red brown blocks: The texture on the surface is grainy or granular and 
coarse, like stone or cement, not smooth. It has small coarse bumps on it that you feel with your 
hand. 

What is inside of this block: Not sure. 

There are many things here in this target landscape, several low elements standing somewhat 
widely spaced from one another, none of the elements are touching. They are surprisingly low 
structures, nothing stands high up. They are wider and flatter than they are tall. Granular flat 
rectangular red brown block, like a slab that one can sit on, like the part of a wall where people 
can sit down to enjoy the view. The height is right for a person to sit down on it. 

Nothing flies high up, nothing is high up in the sky here. 

There is no warmth here, no red fire. 

Are there any vehicles for transportation: I have seen no wheels nor have I detected any 
transportation. 

Everything is low to the ground, or low to the grass covered ground. 

What do you feel are the main elements, ask the numbers: The main element is low to the ground 
and is a flat brown red rectangular slab with the granular texture like made out of poured 
concrete or stone not a polished smooth surface. 



There is a person on the right side, she is wearing a white flowy dress that catches the wind 
breeze, she sits down on the wall slab and crosses her legs at the ankles and puts her hands on 
either side of her on the slab. 

Several brown slabs show up in the grass but spaced from one another. 

Central object is a tall column of the brown red color. This appears to be ruins of some sort. 
Cylindrical column with a spiraling twisty shape as you go up. But everything in this target wants 
to lie down flat on the ground. Nothing comes down here from the sky, but everything lies down 
very flat against the ground. 

What lies on the ground, inspect it, do the taste test: It is flat solid structures manmade blocks that 
are flat against the ground. 

Sit on one of those blocks on the ground: It feels very cold to sit on it. This is not a warm place. It 
is very flat against the ground. 

Sit on the block and feel with your arms around if you bump into anything: The sun doesn't really 
shine over here, it becomes dark and shaded, but the lighting and shading from the sky is 
fragmented like what it looks like when light shines through the leaves of a tree it creates those 
bits and pieces of light and bits and pieces of shade. 

There is like a garment, the woman's dress or a curtain drape that flows in the wind, it is white and 
sheer and very delicate. 

Investigate the garment: It tastes like a person there behind it, because I encountered the salty 
flesh and blood of a person's body so there is a person at the garment. 

But everything wants to be low to the ground here, to lie down flat against the grass. Nothing will 
go high up here, and nothing came down here from the sky. I lie down flat on the grass. 

The target is a picture of a hammer against a whited out background. 

10:57 End. 
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